Electron flow supply > high flow = health; low flow = illness; no flow = death. (5:38)

All good nutritional nutrients are [ultimately] always antioxidants, and all antioxidants are always [ultimately] nutrients. The ability to donate electrons means it is a nutrient. Toxins are always oxidants, and oxidants are always toxic. The ability to take electrons away, means it is a toxin [and is synonymous with toxins of all varieties]. To my knowledge yet, no exceptions. (6:15)

All disease symptoms are induced by oxidants, i.e. electron depletion. (9:20)

All antioxidants replete electrons, and it is by that mechanism that you get pain relief or resolution of any particular symptom. It is literally that simple. (9:35)

Vitamin C is proven effective against all toxins. (10:09)

Everything you ingest, when it is metabolized and brought down to a molecular level, is going to do one of three things: it's going to give up an electron; it's going to take an electron away; or in extremely rare circumstances, it is going to be electronically inert, and do neither. There's really no other options. (15:56)

[Pavlov found that pure carbohydrates moved through a dog's digestive system in about 90 minutes. Pure meat in about 3 hours. When combined, it took 8 to 9 hours! (22:30)]

A C-flush is as very very good way...far better, in my opinion, than any form of enema or irrigation system you can use. (46:55)

The whole point of an antioxidant is to deliver energy. (1:13:40)

Before I began working for the company that I work for that makes these liposome products, I refused to believe my own clinical observations for about a year....there was nothing that IV/C did not help....And then my clinic closed; I got sick; didn't have my IV vitamin C; and what the heck am I going to do now....I proved to my satisfaction that 5 to 6 grams of properly encapsolated liposomal vitamin C, taken orally, had a greater clinical impact than a 50 gram infusion. Even when I saw this happen, I was still in denial.     (1:13:55)

...liposomal C....can get the vitamin C into other areas of the body more readily than intravenous... (1:16:45)

IV vitamin C is great for the extracellular spaces. (1:17:10)

A liposome is a little ball of fat....and is virtually the same substance as that which your natural cell walls are [made of]. And constructed in the same fashion. (1:18:30)

...the liposome...when it gets next to a cell wall...opens up...and can deform into the cell... (1:19:23)

Why is this not out there yet? Well, I don't know; follow the money trail. (1:22:50)

All therapy is electron repletion. All therapy. (1:23:35)

Use a C-flush to keep the toxins flushed out of the gut. (1:24:33)

[I did have the unfortunate experience of going through training as a lawyer...although I am a baby lawyer and never practiced it.] (1:24:56)]

Negligence is unnecessary when you're targeted....Litigants can be, and often are, harvested, just like organs....When the Feds want, they can go through every chart that you own. And if you have treated thousands of patients, they'll find 5 to 10 patients and convince them that they had a bad outcome. (1:25:45)

So that a patient can say, I choose just to get IV/C and everything else they're offering, and I don't want any chemotherapy and all...that's the goal. We're not there yet. (1:28:30)

